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Abstract. An appropriate approach for integrating UML and B specification
techniques allows us to map UML specifications into B specifications. There-
fore, we can formally analyze an UML specification via the corresponding B
formal specification. This point is significant because B support tools are avail-
able. We can also use UML specifications as a tool for building B specifications.
Thus, an approach for a practical and rigorous software development, which is
based on object and B from the requirements elicitation to the executable code, is
proposed.

In this paper, we address the problem of modeling UML state-chart diagrams
in B, which has not been, so far, completely treated. We distinguish between
event-based and activity-based parts of state-chart diagrams. We propose cre-
ating, for each part, a B specification. Because activities relate to class opera-
tions, we can use our previous work on modeling class operation for modeling
the activity-based part. Hence, we consider here only the event-based part. A
new approach for modeling events is proposed. The asynchronous communica-
tion amongst state-chart diagrams is also considered.

Keywords: UML, state-chart diagram, event, activity, class operation, B method,
B abstract machine (BAM), B operation.

1 Introduction

The Unified Modeling Language (UML)[14] has become a de-facto standard notation
for describing analysis and design models of object-oriented software systems. The
graphical description of models is easily accessible. Developers and their customers
intuitively grasp the general structure of a model and thus have a good basis for dis-
cussing system requirements and their possible implementation. However, the fact that
UML lacks a precise semantics is a serious drawback of object-oriented techniques
based on UML.

On the other hand, B[1] is a formal software development method that covers soft-
ware process from the abstract specification to the executable implementation. A strong
point of B (over other formal methods) is support tools like AtelierB [18], B-Toolkit
[2]. Most theoretical aspects of the method, such as the formulation of proof obliga-
tions, are done automatically by tools. Provers are also designed to run automatically
and reference a large library of mathematical rules, provided with the system. All of
these points make B well adapted in large scale industrial projects [3]. However, as a
formal method, B is still difficult to learn and to use.
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As cited many times in the literature [7, 11, 13, 16, 17], an appropriate combination
of object-oriented techniques and formal methods can give a way that is applicable in
the software industry. For this objective, we advocate integrating object-oriented and
B techniques. Our approach is to propose derivation schemes from UML concepts into
B notations. This UML-B integration has following advantages: (i) the construction
of UML specifications is formally controlled; (ii) the construction of B specifications
becomes easier with the help of UML specifications. From the informal description of
requirements, we successively build the object models with different degrees of abstrac-
tion. These models cover from conceptual models through logical design models to the
implementation models of the software. This also means that the developed models are
successively refined. We verify the consistency of each object model by analyzing the
derived B specification. We verify the conformance among object models by analyzing
the refinement dependency among them that is formally expressed in B.

At the present, we only consider the modeling of UML concepts in B. The prob-
lem of analyzing the derived B specification remains at a later stage. The works in
[5, 11, 12, 13, 15] proposed a set of rules for mapping UML static diagrams into B.
However, their approaches for mapping UML state-chart diagrams into B have sev-
eral shortcomings: (i) they did not consider the concept of activity in state-chart; (ii)
they could not work in cases where several actions are sequentially associated to the
same individual transition and in addition (iii) only synchronous communication but
not asynchronous communication amongst state-charts has been considered.

In this paper, we present a new approach for mapping state-chart diagrams into B.
We distinguish between activity-based and event-based parts of state-chart diagrams1.
We propose deriving for each part a B specification. The activity-based part relates only
to class operations, so the activity-based B specification can be developed by using
the approach in our previous works [6, 9, 7, 8] for modeling class operations and use
cases. Like Meyer and Sekerinski’s proposals, we propose modeling each event as a B
operations. However, our proposal differs from theirs by a modeling in two stages:

(i) modeling the effect of each event as a B abstract operation;
(ii) implementing the B operation in the first step by calling B operations for the
triggered transition and associated actions.

In our opinion, this two-stages approach allows us to overcome the second shortcom-
ing of existing works. Dealing with asynchronous communication amongst state-chart
diagrams is another contribution in this paper. For each type of signal, a B operation
modeling the sending is created. Thus, there would be some extra data structure (with
respect from classes, attributes and states) associated with this operation.

The remainder of this section presents an example which is used throughout the pre-
sentation. In Section 2, remarks about works for modeling in B state-chart diagrams
are presented. In Section 3 we detail the way to model events. In Section 4 we go on
to present the modeling of the asynchronous communication amongst state-chart dia-
grams. The integration of state-chart diagrams into B specifications derived from class

1 We define event-based part the element in state-chart diagrams concerning events. These el-
ements comprise events, state, transition and actions related to transitions. The remainders in
state-chart diagrams constitutes activity-based part.
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diagrams is discussed in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, concluding remarks complete
our presentation.

1.1 Example

Given an UML specification as shown in Figure 1. The class diagram presents two
classes

�����������
and

���	���	��

linked by an association class � ��� . Attributes and oper-

ations are defined for each class and association. There are two state-chart diagrams
associated to

���	�������
and

����������

. Objects of

��	�������
have three possible states :������������
��������

. The change of the state is triggered by ��� ����� ��� ��
 and ��� �� . When
�	� ��� occurs at

�����
, a signal ��� ��� is sent to the state-chart diagram of

����������

. There

is also a synchronous message
����������
�� ����
 ��!#"

when ��� ��
 occurs at
����


. The state-
chart diagram associated to

����������

is composed of two states

����� ������$
and two events

�	� ��� � ��� ��$ .

Class2

attr2 : T2

op22(v2 : T2)
op23()

Class1

attr1 : T1 = v1

op12()
op13(v:T)

1..* 1..*

op14()
op15(v1: T1) : T2

Ass

attrAs : TAs

set_attrAs()
chg_attrAs()
rmv_attrAs()

op11(v1 : T1) op21()

St2St1

St3

Class2

St4 St5

Evt2(c2,v) / va:=op13(v);send c2.op21();Ass(this,c2,vas)

Evt3 / op14()

Class2

Class1

Evt4(v2)

Evt1(v1) / v2:=op15(v1)

Evt1(v1) / op11(v1); op12()

Evt5 / op23()

Evt4(v2) / op22(v2)

Fig. 1. An UML specification

2 Modeling in B state-chart diagrams: state-of-the-art

So far, the work of Meyer [12, 11] has been considered the latest one for modeling
state-chart diagrams in B. This work grouped all the “best” ideas proposed previously
by Lano [5] and Sekerinski [15] in modeling state-chart diagrams. This section recalls
main points in Meyer work.

States. For each state-chart diagram associated to the class
��	�����

, we create a B enu-
merated set STATE which gathers all the states of the diagram. The state of an object
is recorded by a B variable state defined as a function from the B variable class, which
models the set of effective instances of

���	�����
, to STATE. Thus, the state of an object

���
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is defined as state(oo). Changing the state corresponds to the modification of state. The
initial state is set up in the instance creation operations as it is done for class attributes.
Figure 2 presents the formalization of the states assigned to the class

�����������
(cf. Figure

1).

MACHINE Class2
/ � the BAM Types models � /
/ � the types

���������	�
�
� � /
SEES Types
SETS

STATE2 = {St4,St5};
CLASS2

VARIABLES
class2,attr2,...state2

INVARIANT
class2 � CLASS2 � ... �
state2  class2 � STATE2

...
END

Fig. 2. Template for the state

Let us recall that the special BAM Types is used to declare all attribute types of
classes. This BAM is seen (link “SEES”) by BAMs derived from classes in which we
model the attributes (cf. [11]).

Transitions. Each transition is formalized by a B operation which models the change of
the state. Figure 3 shows the B operation transitionSt4_St5(...) modeling the transition
from

���	�
state to

����$
.

MACHINE Class2
...
OPERATIONS

transitionSt4_St5(cc) =
pre

cc  class2 � state2(cc) � St4
then

state2(cc) � � St5
end;

...
END

Fig. 3. Transition modeling

Actions. Each action in state-chart diagrams corresponds to a class operation. Thus,
each action is naturally modeled as a B operation (cf. Figure 4).

Events. Each event is also formalized by a B operation. This operation is parameterized
by the target objects and the eventual parameters of the event. Parameters are typed by
a predicate in the precondition clause. The post condition clause is made up by invo-
cations to B operations modeling the triggered transitions and their associated actions.
Figure 5 shows the B operation Evt4(...) for the event ��� ��� (cf. Figure 1).

At the first glance, the approach for modeling events in B seems to be evident. How-
ever, two problems can be raised:
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MACHINE Class2
...
OPERATIONS

op22(c2,v2) =
pre

c2  class2 � v2  T2
then

/ � effects of the actions... � /
end;

END

Fig. 4. Action modeling

...
OPERATIONS

Evt4(c2,v2) =
pre

c2  class2 �
state2(c2) � St4 �
v2  T2

then
transitionSt4_St5(c2) �
op22(c2,v2)

end;

...

Fig. 5. Event modeling

(i) how to distribute B operations into BAMs? Considering the example in Fig-
ure 5. Because Evt4(...), transitionSt4_St5(...) and op22(...) are in BAMs, the BAM
for Evt4(...) must “INCLUDES” the BAM for transitionSt4_St5(...) and op22(...) (cf.
Figures 3 and 4). However, in this case the fact of calling two B operations from the
same included BAM is not allowed according to [1, 18]. Meyer proposed to declare
transitionSt4_St5(...) in the clause DEFINITION. Nevertheless, this proposal is too
restrictive. It only works if there is on more than one action for each action being op-
erations in the same class. In case where a transition has more than two actions from
the same class (cf. the transition from

�����
to
����


) the proposal becomes unrealistic;

(ii) what about the sequential actions? Suppose that we have an appropriate so-
lution for distributing B operations for transitions and for actions into BAMs. The
situation in the transition from

���

to
�����

does not allow us to model sequential call
of actions in the B operation Evt2(...). This point is again due to technical restrictions
of the B language [1, 18].

The two above problems were justified by the fact that there has not been, so far, an
appropriate solution to automatically map state-chart diagrams into B. In [4], Laleau
and Mammar have presented a support tool for generating B specifications from UML
diagrams of data intensive applications. Although they considered UML state-chart di-
agrams, nothing new is added with respect to Nguyen’s work [13].
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3 New approach for modeling events in B

3.1 The two-stages approach

As usual, we model each event as a B operation. However the B operation for each event
must be implemented. In other words, there are two B specifications for each event: the
first is a B abstract operation in a BAM; this abstract operation is implemented by the
second. For each event, in the B abstract operation we specify directly the effect of
the event on the related data. It is only in the B implementation operation we make
explicitly invocations to B operations of the transitions and actions related to the event.
Building the abstract content and implementation content for B operations of events
constitutes two stages in modeling events into B2.

3.2 Grouping event and data in the same BAM

In order to specify directly the effect of an event on its concerned data, we propose
grouping a class operation and its related data in the same BAM. Thus, the problem
of modeling events becomes the one of how B substitutions can be used to express the
pre-/post specification related to the event. This is similar to model actions. Figure 6
shows a BAM System, in which the B operation Evt4(...) corresponds to the event ��� �	� .
In the data declaration section (clauses SETS, VARIABLES...) of System we notice the
presence of the data derived from the class

����������

. In addition, System must “SEES”

Types because System models the attributes of
���	���	��


.

MACHINE System
SEES Types
SETS

CLASS1;CLASS2;...
VARIABLES

class1,class2,attr1,attr2,state1,state2
...
OPERATIONS

Evt4(c2,v2) =
pre

c2  class2 �
v2  T2

then
select state2(c2) � St4 then

/ � effects of Evt4(...) on related data are equal to � /
/ � effects of transitionSt4_St5(...) and op22(...) � /

else skip end
end;

Evt1(c1,v1) =
pre

c1  class1 �
v1  T1

then
select state1(c1) � St1 then

/ � effects of Evt1(...) on related data are � /
/ � equal to effects of transitionSt1_St2(...), � /
/ � op11(...) and op12(...) � /

when state1(c1) � St3 then
/ � effects of Evt1(...) on related data are � /
/ � equal to effects of transitionSt3_St1(...), � /
/ � op15(...) and the sending of ������� signal � /

else skip end
end;

...

END

Fig. 6. Grouping event and related data in the same BAM

We propose creating a BAM (System) for all the events. Hence, data of the created
BAM are derived from the whole class diagram (at least all classes associated with state-
chart diagrams). However, System does not contain B operations for transitions and

2 Similar ideas have been used in our previous work for modeling use cases and class operations
[6, 9, 7, 8].
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actions which must be modeled in the BAMs for classes and associations. In addition,
the BAMs for transitions and actions participate to implement System as described in
the following section.

3.3 Implementing B operations of events

By importing BAMs of transitions and actions in the implementation of System we can
model the effects of events by calling B operations of transitions and actions. By us-
ing the B implementation construct and the B importation mechanism we are able to
overcome two questions mentioned in Section 2. In a B implementation component, the
sequence is allowed; in addition, we can make several calls to operations in the same
imported BAM. This is also the justification to choose the implementation and importa-
tion dual instead of refinement and inclusion dual. In Figure 7, the B operation Evt4(...)
of System is implemented by calling transitionSt4_St5(...) and op22(...) of Class23.

IMPLEMENTATION System_imp
SEES Types
REFINES System
/ � we rename Class2 because its data are identical to one party of data in System, � /
/ � and this point must expressed in the clause invariant of System_imp � /
IMPORTS im.Class2; ...
INVARIANT

class2=im.class2 �
attr2=im.attr2 � ...

...
OPERATIONS

Evt4(c2,v2) �
var bb in

/ � to implement conditions in the substitution select � /
bb � im.isState4(c2);
if bb � TRUE then

im.transitionSt4_St5(c2);
im.op22(c2,v2)

else skip end
end;

...

END

Fig. 7. Implementing B operations of events

As we can see, both System and Class2 contain some data with the same name and
properties; this is because they are all derived from the same class (

��	������

). The clause

INVARIANT in System_imp must assert this remark. In addition, we must rename Class2
in the clause IMPORTS in order to clearly distinguish the data with the same name in
System and Class2 in the clause INVARIANT of System_imp.

Let look at the B operation isState4(c2). This utility operation is necessary to imple-
ment the condition state2(c2) � St4 in the substitution select of the operation Evt4(...)
in the BAM System (cf. Figure 6). Note that, for each such state checking, there is an

3 Indeed, as you can see in Section 5.3, System_imp imports a BAM Basic which includes
Class2.
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operation. We can also apply this technique for guard conditions that are associated to
events and are modeled in the substitution select clause of B operations for events.
Please notice that, the B operations modeling guard conditions and state checking can
be assigned to BAMs derived from classes or associations.

4 Modeling the asynchronous communication amongst state-chart
diagrams

4.1 Communication amongst state-chart diagrams

According to Rumbaugh et al. [14], an object can send messages to another objects by
synchronous or asynchronous manners. A call event is a type of synchronous message.
In Figure 1,

����������
�� ����
 �	! "
is such a message. This means that the class operation����
 �	! "

is called in the transition from
����


to
�����

. Hence, an approach like the one in
Section 3 is appropriate for modeling synchronous messages.

Signals are explicit means by which objects may communicate with each other asyn-
chronously. In Figure 1, �	� ��� is a signal sent from the state-chart diagram for

���	���	���
to the state-chart diagram for

���	������

. In this case the state-chart diagrams of

��	�������
and of

����������

evolve independently. That means that ��� ��� is registered in a signal

queue related to the state-chart diagram of
���	������


. Treating ��� �	� may be differed later
and is not concerned by the state-chart diagram of

���	�������
. In the following section, the

signal sending amongst state-chart diagrams is discussed.

4.2 Sending a signal

At the receiver, the received signals must be stored before they are handled. We must
store all informations related to the signal: the sender, the receiver and eventual param-
eters. For this purpose, we create for each type of signal

�
a queue

�
_
���������

to store all
the received signal of type

�
which are not treated. Each item in the queue

�
_
���������

is
a record comprising fields modeling the sender, the receiver and eventual parameters of
signals. In our example, the record for ��� ��� contains three fields:

(i) the reference to an object of
���	�������

acting the sender;
(ii) the reference to an object of

��	������

acting the receiver and

(iii) the third field for the argument v2 of the type � 
 .
Hence, ��� ��� _

���������
can be modeled in B as a B variable Evt4_Queue defined as

followed:

Evt4_Queue � class1 � class2 � T2

Sending an ��� ��� signal is therefore modeled as adding a triplet {c1 � class1
�
c2 �

class2
�
v2 � T2} into Evt4_Queue. Figure 8 shows the B operation SendEvt4(...) mod-

eling the registering of a signal. This operation is called when we implement the B op-
eration Evt1(...) of the event ��� ��� in the state-chart diagram of

���	���	���
. In the abstract

content of Evt1(...) (cf. Figure 6), it is sufficient to place the code inside SendEvt4(...)4.
4 Hence SendEvt4(...) is in a BAM that is imported in the implementation of System which

contains Evt1(...).
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MACHINE ... / � this name is discussed in Section 5.3 � /
SEES Types
SETS

CLASS1;CLASS2; ...
VARIABLES

class1,class2,attr2,state1,state2,Evt4_Queue
INVARIANT

... � Evt4_Queue � class1 � class2 � T2
INITIALISATION

... � Evt4_Queue � � � � ...
OPERATIONS

SendEvt4(c1,c2,v2) =
pre

c1  class1 � c2  class2 � v2  T2
then

Evt4_Queue � � Evt4_Queue � ( � c1 ����� c2 ����� v2 � )
end;

...

END

Fig. 8. Sending �
	���

5 Integrating state-chart diagrams into B specifications

This section presents the way to develop B specifications from class and state-chart
diagrams. We consider here only the event-based part of the state-chart diagrams. The
reason is that the activity-based part concerns only class operations and therefore we
can use the approach for modeling class operation to derive the B specification corre-
sponding to the activity-based part.

5.1 Data in the B specification

By definition (cf. [11]) the data in the B specification models the data in class and
state-chart diagrams. That means that we have B data for:

(i) classes, association, attributes in the class diagrams;
(ii) states in the state-chart diagrams.

According to Section 4.2, if there is any asynchronous communication amongst
state-chart diagrams, we also have B data for signal queues.

5.2 Operations in the B specification

In general, the B operations are mainly used to model events, transitions, actions. How-
ever, according to Sections 3 and 4, there are also B operations modeling:

(i) state checking, guard condition checking (cf. Section 3.3);
(ii) signals amongst objects.
The B operations modeling state-checking and guard condition are called utility op-

erations and are used in the implementation of the B operations for events. A B oper-
ation modeling a signal is also used to implement the B operation of the event whose
occurrence provokes the signal (cf. Section 4.2).
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5.3 Generating the architecture of the B specification

As stated in Section 3.2, we propose grouping all B operations modeling events in a
BAM called System (cf. Figure 6). Data in System are mentioned in Section 5.1.

At first glance, the B operations for transitions, actions, sending signals, state check-
ing and guard conditions are grouped in the another BAM Basic (cf. Figure 9). The data
in Basic are also derived from the whole class and state-chart diagrams. We implement
System by importing Basic so that we can implement events’ B operations by making
invocations to B operations of transitions, actions, sending signals and other utility op-
erations in Basic. According to Section 3.3, Basic is renamed in the clause IMPORTS
inside System_imp.

MACHINE Basic
SEES Types
SETS

CLASS1;CLASS2; ...
VARIABLES

class1,class2,attr2,state1,state2,Evt4_Queue
INVARIANT

... � Evt4_Queue � class1 � class2 � T2
INITIALISATION

... � Evt4_Queue � � �
...

OPERATIONS
transitionSt4_St5(c2) = ...
op22(c2,v2) = ...
bb � isState4(c2) � ...
SendEvt4(c1,c2,v2) = ...

...

END

Fig. 9. Basic models transitions, actions, signal sending, state and guard condition checking

However, because each transition is local for each state-chart diagram, which in turn
is associated in a given class. That means that we can delegate transitions’ B operations
of Basic to BAMs for classes. The actions are also local to classes and associations, so
their B operations in Basic can be also delegated to BAMs of classes and associations.
The situation is also the same for B operations modeling the state checking and guard
conditions. Hence, Basic is created by including BAMs for classes and associations.
In Basic, we declare only data and operations relating to the signal sending amongst
state-chart diagrams. The remainder data and operations are distributed into BAMs for
classes and associations (cf. Figure 10).

5.4 Generating the content of B operations

At present we can only automatically derive the architecture of B specifications. The
data, the skeleton of B operations in the B specification are also automatically derived.
According to Meyer [11], the B operations for transitions can be automatically derived.
According to Section 4.2 the B operations for sending asynchronous messages can also
be automatically derived. For the purpose of a complete automation of the derivation,
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MACHINE Basic
SEES Types
/ � distributing B operations for transition, actions, state checking, � /
/ � guard conditions into BAMs Class1,Class2,Ass � /
EXTENDS Class1, Class2, Ass
VARIABLES

Evt4_Queue
INVARIANT

Evt4_Queue � class1 � class2 � T2
INITIALISATION

Evt4_Queue � � �
OPERATIONS

SendEvt4(c1,c2,v2) = ...
...

END

Fig. 10. Decomposing Basic in BAMs for classes and associations

we propose to attach OCL-based specifications to events, actions and guard conditions.
Hence, the abstract content of B operations for events, actions and guard conditions can
be derived by using OCL-B rules of Marcano [10]. The implementation content of B
operations for events can be derived from state-chart diagrams. The precise tranlation
rules will be proposed at a later stage.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a new approach for modeling UML state-chart diagrams in
B. The B operation modeling an event is implemented by B operations modeling the
triggered transition and its associated actions of the event. Our approach is “better”
than the one of Meyer and Sekerinski [12, 11, 15] in the sense that it allows more
than one actions, which are sequential, to be associated to a transition. We also present
an approach for modeling asynchronous communication, which has not been so far
considered.

Our approach can be implemented in a piece of software. Together with previous
works [6, 9, 7, 8] we are able to provide a complete framework for deriving B specifi-
cations from UML structure and behavior diagrams. Hence, the conformance between
two aspects (the structure and the behavior) of an UML specification can be formally
verified by analyzing the corresponding B specification.

For further work, a collaboration with Marcano and Lévy is envisaged to integrate
their OCL-B translation rules [10] in our work (cf. Section 5.4); a study to translate
UML state-chart diagrams into B implementation operations is also envisaged. In addi-
tion, the support tool for automatically translating class diagrams into B specifications
developed by Meyer [11] will be extended to take into account UML behavioral dia-
grams.
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